A hate-free world through journalism, education, and music

Daniel Pearl Fellows

Khalid Khattak (left) and Emran Hossain (right), 2013 Daniel Pearl Journalism Fellows, are pictured with Arianna Huffington at The Huffington Post’s New York office. Khalid, of Pakistan, is working at The Wall Street Journal's Washington bureau, while Hossain, of Bangladesh, is based at The Huffington Post’s DC office. Both fellows and Pearl-Shahzad Fellow Waqas Banoori, of Pakistan, will spend a week at the Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles. On Aug. 22, they will participate in a public discussion hosted by the Los Angeles Press Club and moderated by Rob Eshman, the Jewish Journal's publisher and editor. Admission is free. To reserve your tickets please visit our website.

Daniel Pearl International Journalism Institute
On April 17, 2013, the Daniel Pearl International Journalism Institute was launched by the Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) in Herzliya, Israel in partnership with the DPF. The goal of the DPIJI is to advance the quality of journalism in the Middle East and to promote informed, balanced and insightful reporting on the region. A highlight will be an annual four-day conference featuring international reporters, Middle East scholars, media experts, decision makers, business leaders, politicians, and policymakers discussing the most pressing issues facing the region.

Daniel Pearl Youth News

Daniel Pearl Youth News has a new look and more reporters. Twenty secondary school students from Pakistan, Morocco, South Africa, Taiwan, Kenya, Brazil, the U.S., India, and Canada will take this summer’s online class, which launched June 24 and goes through July. Students who successfully complete the four week course and publish their first article under a foundation mentor’s guidance will be certified to write for the site as Daniel Pearl Reporters. Foundation mentors also worked with students at Santee Education Complex, a Los Angeles high school, guiding them through the course and the editing of their articles for the site. We are reaching out to teachers worldwide to grow the DPYN program by working with them to enroll students.

Music

Daniel Pearl World Music Days

Thanks to our volunteers and supporters

Recent Awards

2013 Knight International Journalism Award from the International Center for Journalists

Umar Cheema
Daniel Pearl Fellow, 2008

2013 Daniel Pearl Award for Courage and Integrity in Journalism

Sandra Rodriguez Nieto

Scholarships and Internships

2013 Daniel Pearl Memorial Journalism Intern
Participants are registering their October events on Daniel Pearl World Music Days. Encourage your friends and family to join in "Harmony for Humanity."

Daniel Pearl Memorial Instruments
Sarah Hubbard, recipient of the 2012 Daniel Pearl Memorial Violin, spread her musical message of peace in the U.S. and Canada. She wrote "Daniel" as "a reflection of the beautiful instrument that I've spent the last year of my life with as well as Daniel Pearl’s remarkable legacy for peace and unity in the world." The 2013 Daniel Pearl Memorial Instrument recipients, announced June 28, are Grant Slick, Emily Catlett, Emma Sutton, and Laura Jacyna.

Lectures
Daniel Pearl Memorial Lecture

Former Secretary of State and current Stanford Professor Condoleezza Rice delivered the Daniel Pearl Memorial Lecture at UCLA Feb. 27, 2013 to a full auditorium, with a spillover crowd watching on closed circuit TV in a nearby building. Dr. Rice was introduced by Ret. Gen. Wesley Clark. In her lecture, Dr. Rice dissected all aspects of international and domestic affairs from stability and democracy in the Middle East and the place of drones in foreign policy to immigration reforms and human rights.

I’d like to make a donation to further the Daniel Pearl Foundation's mission.